
ANOTHER SUEDED WALLCOVERING, BUT NOT LIKE ANY OTHER

The suede look is not new in textile wallcoverings, but is a timeless 
look widely used by many great designers for their interior settings. 
A must-have for a complete textile wallcovering line. Thanks to 
some small but distinguished characteristics SKIN SUEDE will 
stand it out from most other products already on the market. 
Although the weaving is dense the pile is fine, keeping a soft 
touch and remaining nicely thin and subtle. In the last step of the 

production process SKIN SUEDE is smoothed-out on top to give an 
overall even look and a slight additional shine to the surface. The 
unevenness becomes more regular, and the thin pile marks are only 
slightly visible. Among the 12 colors (and probably more to come!) 
you’ll find nuances inspired by nature and bright colors inspired by 
fashion. SKIN SUEDE is made in Italy, and it is flame retardant and 
stain repellent.

For additional information such 
as installation guide, seams 
visibility, press release and 
more images, please refer to our 
website GIARDINIWALL.COM
or scan here.
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Textile wallcovering

100% PL

Skin Suede

Fire certificate
EU
US

B, s1-d0
ASTM E84 Class A

For additional information such as installation guide, 
seams visibility, press release and more images, 
please refer to our website GIARDINIWALL.COM  

or scan here.

SKIN SUEDE is a suede wallcovering with a very fine pile. After the loom the 
fabric is subjected to calendering that gives brightness to the fabric surface. The 

unevenness look of the suede is greatly balanced.

Sold by the linear meter/yard
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